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 Scoreboard not only Rock
2022, concerts for the musical
talents of tomorrow are back –
Turin Today

The hunt for the musical talents of tomorrow reopens. “Scoreboard not
only rock” is back. An appointment that traditionally draws young bands
to compete on various stages in the city and this time they see the
spotlights and amplifiers of Blah Blah, CPG di strada delle Cacce,
Imbarchino and Spazio211 turn on.

Scoreboard Non Solo Rock is fully part of the policies aimed at young
and creative young people in our city with the aim of supporting and
promoting cultural production and live music.

Here is the program of the evenings:

NO MORE EXTASY // ØAKS // COMPLEX PROJECT // headliner:
ITTO

EMANUELE AMIANTO // MILLAIS FLOWER HONEY // RIOT IN
ROOM 7 // + GUEST

ANONYMOUS BASS PLAYERS // ICEWS // TAMANGO // + GUEST

GRAPE // PICKS // ZIMA BLUE // MARVIN’S HEADS // headliner:
HETTARS

COMMA // IROSSA // RANIA // SØLK // headliner: NENO

COME OUT, AND LIVE WITH A RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY! //
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FOLIAGE // ORPHEUS // + GUEST

The Jury will select the best 5 groups or soloists who will access the
Final, while the sixth finalist will be expressed by the vote of the
public, who will be asked to express their preference for the live
selections. In fact, for each selection evening, the public will be able to
vote on the web for their favorite group or soloist through the
consolidated comment / vote mechanism which, at the end of all
selections and following the count, will allow a sixth group or soloist in
competition with the highest number of votes received, to participate in
the final under the same conditions as the 5 other finalists expressed by
the jury. Voting will be considered open from the moment the
performance of the artists is published on the IGTV PAGELLA NON
ONLY ROCK profile and will close 24 hours later.

The article is in Italian
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